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Mr. Jacques Chagnon 
President of the National Assembly 
Parliament Building 
Québec (Québec)  G1A 1A4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dear Sir, 
 
Pursuant to section 725 of the Act respecting financial services cooperatives 
(CQLR, chapter C-67.3), I have the honour to submit this Report on the 
application of An Act respecting financial services cooperatives. 
 
 
Yours truly, 
 
 
Minister of Finance and the Economy, 
 
 
 
 
Nicolas Marceau 
Québec, November 2013 
 





 
 

 

  

  
 

 

 

 

A WORD FROM THE MINISTER 
 
The period 2001-2013 was marked by the 2008 financial crisis. 
Subsequently, supervision of financial institutions was extensively 
overhauled. In particular, the standards set by the Bank for International 
Settlements (Basel Committee) resulted in far-reaching changes to 
management of risk, capital and liquidity, not only for the financial institutions 
themselves, but also for public institutions involved in the development and 
implementation of regulations.  
 
At the same time, the increasingly sophisticated needs of savers, growing 
complexity of financial products and the need to develop quality advisory 
services have imposed growth strategies on financial services cooperatives 
that have fostered the unification of cooperative forces. 
 
The accelerated advances in information technology and the speed with 
which a large number of members of cooperatives are adopting them have 
been a hallmark of the period. This development has generated significant 
pressure on traditional distribution channels and on the physical network of 
financial services cooperatives. 
 
These cooperatives now face increasingly stiff competition. They must 
maintain and enhance their cooperative character while maintaining healthy 
profitability and operational efficiency. Regulation of financial services 
cooperatives must enable them to adapt to the today’s realities and be 
flexible enough for them to continue to develop.  
 
This report seeks to articulate a new legislative framework for the 
development of financial services cooperatives at a time when the Desjardins 
Group has become an integrated cooperative financial group of systemic 
importance to Québec. It also aims to streamline and modernize the laws 
applicable to the sector, so that the Act respecting financial services 
cooperatives remains the preferred vehicle for the constitution and operation 
of collective deposit-taking and financial services institutions in Québec. 
 
Minister of Finance and the Economy, 
 
 
 
 
Nicolas Marceau 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
The Act respecting financial services cooperatives (CQLR, chapter C-67.3) 
was assented to June 16, 2000 and came into force July 1, 2001. Section 
725 of the Act provides that the Minister of Finance and the Economy must 
report to the government on the advisability of  maintaining it in force or, 
where necessary, amending it. Although the Act respecting financial services 
cooperatives has been amended many times since its entry into force, there 
has as yet not been a report under section 725. 
 
The Act respecting financial services cooperatives governs in particular the 
cooperative components of the largest cooperative financial group in Canada, 
with overall assets exceeding $196 billion, the Desjardins Group, i.e. 358 
«caisses», the Fédération des caisses Desjardins du Québec, the Caisse 
centrale Desjardins and the Fonds de sécurité Desjardins. It also governs the 
Caisse des Mutuellistes, Épargne et Crédit in Mont-Joli, Amqui and Rimouski, 
which had $25 million in assets at the end of its fiscal year, namely 
September 30, 2012. 
 

 
The purpose of this report 
 
The Report on the application of An Act respecting financial services 
cooperatives seeks to assess the degree to which this legislation continues to 
meet needs and to propose any necessary improvements. 
 
Chapter 1 of the report presents the legislative and normative context in 
which financial services cooperatives operate and highlights their 
development. 
 
Chapter 2 describes the main issues and challenges they will face in the 
coming years to meet the financial services needs to their members and the 
community.  
 
Chapter 3 of the report proposes criteria for an amendment to the legislative 
framework to adapt it to the development of financial services cooperatives 
and the requirements of the new international standards that have been 
adopted following the recent financial crisis. These criteria also aim to enable 
the changes sought by the industry while strengthening measures aimed at 
preventing situations in which taxpayers, in order to preserve the stability of 
Québec’s financial sector, would be forced to fund costly rescue plans. 
 
 





 
 

 

  

  
 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 1 
 

 

STATUS REPORT 
 
A financial services cooperative brings together people who have common 
economic needs and who, in order to satisfy them, come together to form a 
deposit-taking and financial services institution. Financial services 
cooperatives are «caisses» or federations. «Caisses» are subject to 
internationally recognized rules of cooperative action: 
 

 voluntary membership open to all; 

 democratic power exercised by the members; 

 economic participation by members; 

 autonomy and independence; 

 education, training and information; 

 cooperation among cooperatives; 

 community involvement. 

Furthermore, the amounts allocated to the general reserve may not be 
shared among members and remain within the cooperative movement. 
 

 
Description of An Act respecting financial services 
cooperatives 
 
The Act respecting financial services cooperatives (AFSC) was assented to 
June 16, 2000 and came into force July 1, 2001. 
 
It is the statute under which financial services cooperatives, as legal persons, 
are constituted. It is also the statute under which security funds, although not 
cooperatives, are constituted. In addition, to protect consumers who deposit 
their savings in financial services cooperatives, it is the statute that regulates 
the activities of these co-operatives. All financial services cooperatives are 
also subject to the Deposit Insurance Act (CQLR, chapter A-26) and to 
supervision by the Autorité des marchés financiers (the Authority). 
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The AFSC was passed in order to adapt the legal framework of the 
Desjardins «caisses» to the economic context and the development of the 
Desjardins Group. In particular, the Act has enabled the creation of a single 
federation and the reconfiguration of the regional entities of the Desjardins 
Group. It has modernized the regulations relating to capitalisation, liquidity 
and management practices; it has tightened some controls and bolstered the 
supervisory powers of the Fédération des caisses Desjardins du Québec and 
of the Authority,1 in particular by allowing the latter to issue guidelines. It has 
also allowed financial services cooperatives greater freedom of action with 
respect to the issuance of capital and investment shares, the choice of their 
investments, the allocation of surplus earnings and their rules of internal 
management. The Act has thus achieved its objectives. 
 
Its entry into force was concomitant with that of the Act respecting the 
Mouvement Desjardins (S.Q. 2000, chapter 77), a private Bill that contains 
specific provisions to forestall the application of certain provisions of the 
AFSC to the Fédération des caisses Desjardins du Québec, integrate the 
Caisse centrale Desjardins (created by a different private Bill prior the AFSC) 
with a special regime halfway between a «caisse» and a federation, and 
continue the existence of the Société d'investissement Desjardins, which has 
since been liquidated. 
 
The AFSC has been amended many times since its entry into force. In 
addition to the amendments concerning the replacement of the Inspector 
General of Financial Institutions by the Authority, we will focus on six main 
amending acts.  
 
In December 2003 (Act to amend the Act respecting financial services 
cooperatives, S.Q. 2003, chapter 20), the National Assembly authorized the 
Federation to grant the right to vote to certain categories of auxiliary 
members, allowed «caisses» to establish a reserve for future dividends, 
amended the rules on the remuneration of elected officials and allowed the 
exclusion of a member of a «caisse» that carries out activities with an 
unacceptable risk. 
 
In December 2005, the Act to amend the Act respecting financial services 
cooperatives and the Act respecting the Mouvement Desjardins (S.Q. 2005, 
chapter 35) assigned new functions to the board of supervision of «caisses» 
required that audit committee be set up and allowed a financial services 
cooperative to use a different name outside Québec. 
 
  

                                                      
1
  In 2001, this was the Inspector General of Financial Institutions, which was 

replaced by the Autorité des marchés financiers in 2004. 
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In May 2008, the Act to amend the Act respecting the Autorité des marchés 
financiers and other legislative provisions (S.Q. 2008, chapter 7) amended 
the AFSC in particular to expressly stipulate that a financial services 
cooperative must follow sound business practices, allow the Federation to 
adopt standards applicable to «caisses» on this issue and clarify that a 
financial services cooperative that does not comply with the guidelines of the 
Authority is presumed not to follow sound and prudent management 
practices. 
 
In June 2009, the Act to amend the Act respecting financial services 
cooperatives and other legislative provisions (S.Q. 2009, chapter 27) allowed 
a federation to provide a guarantee on the property of «caisses» and issue 
shares, authorized the Minister of Finance to increase the maximum amount 
of guarantee of deposits of money for a limited period, and allowed «caisses» 
to issue permanent shares without being subject to the Securities Act2 if the 
Authority authorized an information note in accordance with a regulation 
made under the AFSC. 
 
In December 2010, the National Assembly, through the Act to enact the 
Money-Services Businesses Act and to amend various legislative provisions 
(S.Q. 2010, chapter 40), amended the AFSC to make the amendments to it 
made necessary by International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and 
require disclosure of the remuneration of the five best-paid officers. 
 
In addition, section 60 of the AFSC was amended by the Act respecting 
mainly the implementation of certain provisions of the Budget Speech of 17 
March 2011 and the enactment of the Act to establish the Northern Plan Fund 
(S.Q. 2011, chapter 18). This amendment relating to the order of priority of 
shares was introduced in the context of the new Basel III rules. 
 

 
Description of financial services cooperatives in Québec  
 
The financial services cooperatives of the Desjardins cooperative network 
and the Caisse des Mutuellistes, Épargne et Crédit are the only financial 
services cooperatives governed by the Act and operating in Québec. 
 
The Desjardins cooperative network consists of the Fédération des caisses 
Desjardins du Québec (FCDQ) and its 3583 member «caisses» in Québec. In 
addition, this network includes 20 caisses populaires incorporated under the 
laws of Ontario. They are represented in the same way as Québec «caisses» 
in the FCDQ. They have voluntarily agreed to comply with the rules of the 
FCDQ, in Québec. However, they do not participate in the security fund. 
 

                                                      
2
  Securities Act (CQLR, chapter V-1.1). 

3
  Number of Desjardins «caisses» entered in the register of deposit-taking 

institutions of the Autorité des marchés financiers on October 26, 2013. 
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This network forms the basis of Canada’s largest cooperative financial group, 
the Desjardins Group which, besides the FCDQ and its member «caisses», 
includes the Fonds de sécurité Desjardins, the Caisse centrale Desjardins as 
well as all the legal persons or corporations controlled by one of the 
«caisses» or the FCDQ.  
 
The Desjardins Group controls some twenty subsidiary corporations and a 
large number of sub-subsidiaries, particularly in insurance of persons and 
damage insurance, securities, venture capital and asset management, that 
are not cooperatives: twelve subsidiaries wholly-owned by the FCDQ are 
provincially4 or federally5 incorporated; more than 40 sub-subsidiaries are 
capital stock corporations, insurance companies, limited partnerships or 
banks (Desjardins Bank in Florida and Bank West in Alberta). Five insurance 
sub-subsidiaries are held in partnership with Crédit Mutuel of France. 
 
The Desjardins Group also controls a number of non-profit organizations 
(NPO) incorporated under Part III of the Companies Act6 or the Canada Not-
for-Profit Corporations Act.7 In addition, 323 Desjardins «caisses» have 
partnered to create 38 Centres financiers aux entreprises (CFE) neither the 
legal form nor the governance of which, being contractual, are stipulated by 
the AFSC. 
 
Lastly, the Fédération des caisses populaires acadiennes and Caisse 
Financial Group of Manitoba hold non-voting associate member status in the 
FCDQ. 
 
With 5.6 million members and some 45 000 employees, the Desjardins Group 
is the world’s fifth-largest cooperative financial group, the sixth-largest 
deposit-taking institution in Canada and the largest in Québec. As at 
December 31, 2012, it had overall assets in excess of $196 billion, equivalent 
to 55% of Québec's gross domestic product. 
 
  

                                                      
4
  Business Corporations Act (CQLR, chapter S-31.1). 

5
  Canada Business Corporations Act (R.S.C., (1985), c. C-44). 

6
  Companies Act (CQLR, chapter C-38); for example, the Desjardins Foundation. 

7
  Canada Not-for-Profit Corporations Act (S.C. 2009, c. 23); for example, 

Développement international Desjardins. 
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On June 19, 2013, the Authority designated the Desjardins Group as a 
domestic systemically important financial institution (DSIFI).8 
 
The Caisse des Mutuellistes, Épargne et Crédit is the only financial 
services cooperative not affiliated with the Desjardins Group. Founded in 
Mont-Joli in 1944, it has been present in Amqui since 1979 and Rimouski 
since 1999. At its September 30, 2012 fiscal year-end, it had total assets of 
$25 million. It had approximately 6 400 members at that time. 
 
Since the AFSC entered into force, no financial services cooperative has 
been constituted. The last «caisse» to be formed (the Caisse Desjardins de 
L’Île-des-Sœurs) was constituted in 1991, under the previous statute. 
 

 
  

                                                      
8
  On June 19, 2013, the Authority announced that it considers the Desjardins Group 

as a domestic systemically important financial institution (D-SIFI) under the criteria 
established by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (Basel Committee). 
As a result, this status will result in greater capitalization and disclosure 
requirements as well as more stringent oversight. 

 
 In October 2012, the Basel Committee released, for regulatory authorities, A 

framework for dealing with systemically important banks. In this document, the 
Committee expects regulators to establish a methodology to assess the degree of 
systemic importance for their jurisdiction and set out the measures applicable to 
the institutions designated as systemically important financial institutions. 

 
 In this context, the Authority carried out the necessary assessment work and 

published a notice outlining the overall directions and guidelines that will apply to 
the Desjardins Group. These expectations have been harmonized with those that 
are applicable to other systemically important financial institutions in Canada. In 
particular, as a D-SIFI, the Desjardins Group will be subject, as of January 1, 
2016, to an additional requirement of tier one capital of 1%, consisting mainly of 
reserves and capital shares. 

 

 Source: AUTORITÉ DES MARCHÉS FINANCIERS, AMF identifies Desjardins Group as a 
systemically important financial institution for Québec, [press release], 
http://www.lautorite.qc.ca/en/press-releases-2013-
autre.html_2013_desjardinsgroup-systemically-important.html. 
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Supervision of financial services cooperatives by the AMF 
 
The Authority was formed pursuant to the Act respecting the Autorité des 
marchés financiers9 on February 1, 2004. It is responsible for supervising all 
Québec’s financial sector, specifically the fields of insurance, securities, 
deposit-taking institutions (except banks) as well as the distribution of 
financial products and services. The Authority encompasses all the 
supervisory functions of Québec’s financial sector.  
 
The Authority’s mission in particular is to: 
 

 ensure that the financial institutions and other regulated entities of the 
financial sector comply with the solvency standards applicable to them as 
well as with the obligations imposed on them by law with a view to 
protecting the interests of consumers of financial products and services, 
and take any measure provided by law for those purposes; 

 

 see to the implementation of protection and compensation programs for 
consumers of financial products and services and administer the 
compensation funds set up by law; 

 

 supervise the activities connected with the distribution of financial 
products and services, administer the rules governing eligibility for and 
the carrying on of those activities, and take any measure provided by law 
for those purposes; 

 

 provide assistance to consumers of financial products and services, in 
particular by setting up consumer-oriented educational programs on 
financial products and services, processing complaints filed by 
consumers and giving consumers access to dispute-resolution services. 

 
The activities of Desjardins Group are monitored by several divisions of the 
Authority, depending on the nature of activities or the entity in question. 
 

 
 
  

                                                      
9
  Act respecting the Autorité des marchés financiers (CQLR, chapter A-33.2). 
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AMF Solvency 
 
AMF Solvency is responsible for supervising financial services cooperatives, 
including the Desjardins Group. It also coordinates the Authority’s various 
administrative units to update the risk profile of the Desjardins Group and its 
components on a regular basis. Its mandate includes: 
 

 oversight of financial institutions to ensure that they satisfy the legal and 
regulatory requirements and guidelines regarding solvency, sound and 
prudent management practices and sound business practices; 

 

 the development of a normative framework, including prudential 
standards and guidelines regarding business practices; 

 

 deposit insurance in the event of insolvency or non-viability of institutions 
registered under the Deposit Insurance Act to protect depositors and 
enhance the stability of Québec’s financial system, while avoiding 
situations in which taxpayers suffer financial repercussions; 

 

 verifying that financial institutions hold all the permits and authorizations 
necessary to do business in Québec. 

 

 
Deposit insurance 
 
The purpose of the Deposit Insurance Act (CQLR, chapter A-26), hereinafter 
the DIA, is to foster the stability of Québec’s financial system by guaranteeing 
the deposits of money in the event of a financial institution’s real or 
anticipated insolvency. 
 
The Authority’s roles as a deposit insurer are as follows: 
 

 protection of deposits (determine the type of guaranteed deposits, the 
extent of the coverage and the insurable amount per depositor; ensure 
that all deposit-taking institutions are registered and comply with the 
conditions of the permit; determine the adequate level of funding for its 
deposit insurance fund); 

 

 assessment of the risk of registered institutions (compliance with the DIA, 
compliance with regulatory requirements, compliance with sound 
management practices, analysis of economic indicators and other market 
data); 

 

 intervention and resolution (effectively resolve a crisis, reduce the costs of 
insolvency of deposit-taking institutions, reimburse guaranteed deposits in 
the event of bankruptcy, oversee liquidations, optimally recover sums 
reimbursed); 
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 communication and awareness (make the public aware of deposit 
insurance coverage, reassure the public in the event of a crisis, work 
effectively with the Québec government and other partners). 

 
The deposit insurer provides insurance against losses on deposits that 
depositors have entrusted to institutions registered in accordance with the 
DIA. As an insurer, the Authority manages risk in order to reduce it and be 
able to intervene proactively.  
 
The Authority, as a deposit insurer, is therefore the resolution authority of 
provincially chartered deposit-taking institutions in Québec. 
 

 
Description of the situation outside Québec 
 
Elsewhere in Canada, 434 savings and credit cooperatives (credit unions and 
caisses populaires) held a total of $145 billion in assets in 2011. The 100 
largest of them held assets of $122 billion, had nearly 4.3 million members 
and 1 260 points of service.  
 
The Credit Union Central of Canada, which is governed by federal legislation, 
includes 363 of the 434 credit unions and caisses populaires that operate 
outside Québec.  
 
The credit unions and caisses populaires outside Québec are constituted 
under the laws of their respective province based on a very different model 
from that of Desjardins, with each credit union being independent of Credit 
Union Central. While five credit unions alone account for 35% of the $142 
billion of assets held by Central members, none of them is a financial group 
or has been designated as a domestic systemically important financial 
institution (D-SIFI). 
 
Cooperative financial groups of the same type as the Desjardins Group are 
found mainly in Europe. Several European countries have a long tradition in 
this area. Moreover, the French BPCE and Crédit Agricole cooperative 
groups are included among the 29 global systemically important financial 
institutions designated by the Bank for International Settlements (BIS).  
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Examination of the implementation of Basel III rules10 in the sector of 
European cooperative financial groups, particularly cooperative groups that 
represent a systemic risk in their country, has identified a number of solidarity 
and guarantee mechanisms that can bolster a cooperative financial group’s 
capacity to deal with crisis situations. 

                                                      
10

  After the financial crisis, the G20 countries agreed on the need to oversee 
financial institutions, in particular large institutions that could threaten financial 
stability and economic growth.  

 
 The BIS, through the Basel Committee, examined the oversight of financial 

institutions and developed a set of new measures (known as Basel III) to 
strengthen regulation, control and risk management in the banking sector. 

 
 These measures are designed to: improve the banking sector’s capacity to absorb 

shocks resulting from financial and economic stress regardless of the source; to 
improve risk management and governance; to enhance banks’ transparency and 
disclosure. They target: microprudential regulation of banks, which will help bolster 
the resilience of banking institutions in times of stress; macroprudential systemic 
risk that may accumulate in the banking sector, and its procyclical amplification 
over time. [Translation] 

 
 Source: BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENTS, International regulatory framework 

for banks, www.bis.org/bcbs/basel3.htm. 





 
 

 

  

  
 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 2 
 
 

ISSUES 
 
After the 2008 crisis, international standards impose 
changes 
 
Since the adoption of the Act respecting financial services cooperatives 
(AFSC), the financial crisis of 2008 has been the major event affecting the 
financial sector and prompting changes to structures, governance and the 
methods of operation of financial institutions as a whole. 
 
Convinced that they were invulnerable, some firms in the financial sector took 
excessive risks. The consequences that followed their collapse highlighted 
the fact that a financial institution’s failure can have serious repercussions on 
a state’s economy and its public finances, and that financial crises can 
spread quickly across borders.11 
 
Since it is impossible to guarantee that financial institutions will not fail in the 
future, it is important to clearly define how to respond to such events, contain 
them and stipulate what is necessary for essential activities to be maintained 
and for recovery, including the restructuring of institutions. 
 
Starting from the premise that effective regulation and monitoring enhance 
the financial system’s resilience, political and regulatory authorities have 
greatly strengthened the supervision of financial institutions, particularly those 
that are of systemic importance. They have also undertaken to develop 
recovery and resolution mechanisms to ensure that a financial institution in 
trouble can emerge from an impasse without causing the collapse of the 
financial system and without the taxpayer having to bear the cost. 
 
  

                                                      
11

  Alexandra LAI and Adi MORDEL, “The Resolution of Systemically Important 
Financial Institutions”, Bank of Canada, Financial System Review, June 2012, p. 
37-42.  

 www.bankofcanada.ca/ wp-content/uploads/2012/06/fsr-0612-lai.pdf. 
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The new rules adopted by the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) as 
part of Basel III, aim to:  
 

 improve the banking sector’s ability to absorb the shocks resulting from 
financial and economic stress, whatever the source, by requiring 
institutions to hold more and better quality capital, and set up adequate 
liquidity buffers; 

 

 improve risk management and governance; 
 

 enhance transparency and information disclosure; 
 

 bolster the resilience of banking institutions in periods of stress;  
 

 adopt special oversight for financial institutions that can threaten global or 
domestic economic growth and financial stability; 

 

 require that recovery and resolution mechanisms be implemented to deal 
with stress or crisis situations. 

 
In 2011, the BIS designated financial institutions that have a direct impact on 
global financial stability as “global systemically important banks”. 
 
In October 2012, it released a document for regulatory authorities allowing 
them to assess the degree of systemic importance of financial institutions 
domestically on the basis of their effect on the economy, their size, 
interdependence, complexity, and their substitutability in the financial system. 
To these factors, the Autorité des marchés financiers (the Authority) added 
concentration within the territory. 
 
In June 2013, based on these criteria, the Authority officially designated the 
Desjardins Group as a domestic systemically important financial institution 
(D-SIFI) and announced that as a result: 
 

 the Desjardins Group would have to satisfy stricter requirements; 
 

 the Authority would intensify its oversight. 
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Thus, as a systemically important institution, the Desjardins Group is now 
subject to more demanding requirements than before on: 
 

 capitalization (1% more); 
 

 information disclosure; 
 

 management of risk and internal or external crises; 
 

 implementation of a plan for returning to viability and resolution of the 
Group. 

 
The Basel III rules are designed for capital-stock banks and not for a 
cooperative financial group consisting of many separate legal entities that 
must be considered as a single entity for the purposes of rules on 
capitalization, risk management and resolution of problems. Adapting these 
rules to the Desjardins Group requires strengthening solidarity among the 
Group’s cooperative components in order to ensure the sustainability of the 
cooperative financial model and governance. 
 

 
Desjardins has moved from a network to a cooperative 
group  
 
Over the years, the needs of Desjardins members have changed 
substantially. They now expect that the financial services available to them 
locally will follow them everywhere, both in Québec and elsewhere; they 
expect to be recognized as Desjardins members by every Desjardins 
component with which they do business. They expect their financial institution 
to offer them the same level of service as competing institutions, the same 
return, the same access to transactions, whether in person or automated, and 
the ability to obtain an integrated financial service offering (insurance, 
investments, etc.), while at the same time requiring that their institution 
maintain the greatest financial strength, its ability to pay dividends and its 
commitment to the community.  
 
The changing needs of members combined with market forces and 
competition have imposed growth strategies on financial services 
cooperatives that have fostered the unification of cooperative forces. The 
Desjardins Group has focused on rationalizing operating costs and the 
professionalization of governance and service delivery. As a result, from 2001 
to 2013, the number of Desjardins «caisses» has gone from 814 to 358 and 
the number of points of service, from 1 520 at 1 212, while the number of 
ATMs has remained stable at about 2 500.  
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The Desjardins Group has reorganized its operations by consolidating 
common systems, including computer systems, within the Federation, as well 
as certain specialized areas of expertise both within the Federation 
(mortgage advisors) and in branches and shared service centres. 
 
It has consolidated within the Federation the expertise necessary for 
compliance with rules and practices intended to manage risk arising from the 
Group’s activity, at both the «caisse» level and that of subsidiaries. 
 
The Federation is usually the intermediary between local «caisses» and the 
Authority for the application of prudential rules.  
 
At the same time, the role of local «caisses» has been redefined. For 
example, they have chosen to promote pooling of their expertise, through 
mergers, by optimizing points of service and by creating financial centres for 
businesses. 
 
Although closing a «caisse» or point of service can lead to local challenges, 
belonging to the Group has become, for Desjardins «caisses», as significant 
a foundation as belonging to a territory or a group. 
 
This implies recognition of the member, his rights and obligations by all 
components of the Desjardins Group and acceptance of information sharing 
for service delivery and risk management. 
 
The legislator has followed this transformation. The 1970 statute,12 by 
requiring membership in a federation, required that «caisses» be part of one 
of the existing cooperative networks. The creation of the Confédération des 
caisses populaires et d’économie Desjardins and affiliation with the latter of 
the Fédération des caisses d’économie in 1979, then the affiliation of the 
Québec Credit Union League in January 1985, made Desjardins the only 
network in Québec.  
 
Adding the group concept to the legislation in 198813 gave the  
Desjardins Group the impetus it needed to transition from a traditional 
cooperative network to a cooperative financial group. All the amendments to 
the legislation since then have confirmed this trend and thoroughly changed 
the structure, form of governance, capitalization tools and oversight 
conditions of the Desjardins Group. 
 
  

                                                      
12

  An Act to amend the Savings and Credit Unions Act (S.Q. 1970, chapter 59), 
section 2. 

13
  Savings and Credit Unions Act (CQLR, chapter C-4.1). 
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The Desjardins Group has now become a full-fledged major financial group 
whose components are becoming increasingly integrated. The traditional 
structuring of «caisses» in a network is now included in a more complex 
organizational structure, with a broader range of activity, where the 
Federation directly or indirectly holds many subsidiaries, assumes leadership 
of the group, concentrates risk management and ensures compliance with 
the requirements of regulatory agencies, including the Authority. 
 
These changes test the ability of the cooperative form to adapt in a changing 
environment. However, adaptations to the structure, governance and 
democratic life have always been sensitive to the cooperative form, with its 
advantages and constraints.  
 
The application of international standards to an integrated financial group 
imposes consistency, cohesion and solidarity in a context where power is 
decentralized and in a network where autonomous legal entities coexist.  
 

 
Territorial limits 
 
Within the Desjardins Group, the cooperative network is encountering 
difficulties developing outside Québec. Although the AFSC stipulates that a 
financial services cooperative has the capacity to operate outside Québec, no 
Québec «caisse» has opened an outlet for recruiting members and accepting 
their deposits outside Québec. 
 
Integration of the 20 caisses populaires incorporated under the laws of 
Ontario that are part of the network of Desjardins «caisses» is limited by the 
fact that they are subject to a regulatory regime and control authority different 
from those of Québec «caisses». This has consequences for their 
participation in the Group’s solidarity mechanisms. 
 
Furthermore, the associated membership status Fédération des caisses 
populaires acadiennes and Manitoba’s Caisse financial group does not mean 
they are integrated into the Desjardins Group, even if they use some of its 
services. 
 
Apart from these special cases, the Desjardins cooperative network has not 
taken root elsewhere in Canada. However, over the years, the Desjardins 
Group has formed corporations to meet its own needs as well as those of 
«caisse» members. With their assets growing from year to year, they produce 
and distribute financial products and services among their own customers, 
customers of Desjardins «caisses» as well as credit unions and caisses 
populaires outside Québec. These corporations are thus important in 
ensuring the presence of the Desjardins Group across Canada. 
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In 2010, the federal Parliament amended the Bank Act to allow provincial 
cooperatives to become “federal credit unions” to the extent allowed by the 
provincial statute of incorporation. The AFSC does not allow the continuation 
of financial services cooperatives as federal credit unions, nor is that 
contemplated. It seems more advisable that the possibility of issuing 
operating permits to cooperatives constituted outside Québec be added to 
the law and negotiating agreements among the provinces concerning their 
supervision, similar to the securities passport system. Such a system could 
enable cooperatives, constituted in Québec or elsewhere in Canada, to open 
points of service in all provinces, recruit members and accept their deposits 
there. Already, the Québec-Ontario Trade and Cooperation Agreement 
provides that the two provinces must address this issue.  
 

 
The Act is no longer used for the creation of financial 
institutions 
 
The last «caisse» to be formed (the Caisse Desjardins de L’Île-des-Sœurs) 
was constituted in 1991, under the previous statute. The AFSC only 
authorizes the constitution of a financial services cooperative if a federation 
has undertaken to accept it as a member. Since there is only one federation, 
in practice the constitution of a financial services cooperative depends on its 
agreement, unless the Minister, “if the Minister considers it advisable and 
after obtaining the advice of the Authority” expressly exempts the «caisse» 
from this obligation. 
 
However, since the AFSC has been adopted, no new financial services 
cooperative has been formed, while a private bill was adopted in 2012 to form 
a microcredit mutual designed to offer its members similar financial services. 
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PROPOSALS 
 
The amendments to the Act respecting financial services cooperatives 
(AFSC) since its adoption are indicative of the Desjardins cooperative 
network’s transformation into an integrated cooperative financial group, the 
Desjardins Group. It should also be noted that the AFSC has ceased to be 
the legislative vehicle used to form new collective financial institutions, and 
that the absence of a passport recognized by all provinces limits the pan-
Canadian scope of Québec cooperatives and encourages cooperatives 
formed in other provinces to submit to federal jurisdiction if they want to open 
points of service in Québec, recruit members and accept their deposits there. 
Lastly, recognition of the Desjardins Group’s systemic importance requires 
that solidarity among its cooperative components be bolstered. 
 
The following proposals are aimed at creating a new legislative framework 
that would allow financial services cooperatives that have reached different 
stages of maturity to coexist. 
 
This report proposes a comprehensive review of the AFSC to achieve the 
following four objectives: 
 
1. ensure that the AFSC remains the preferred vehicle for the constitution 

and operation of collective deposit-taking and financial services 
institutions in Québec; 

 
2. adapt the applicable legislation to the recently recognized existence of a 

systemically important integrated cooperative group in Québec; 
 
3. ensure that an independent cooperative, a federation of cooperatives, or 

a cooperative financial group can emerge from an impasse without 
causing the financial system to collapse and without requiring the 
taxpayer to bear the cost; 

 
4. ensure that the Autorité des marchés financiers (the Authority) retains, in 

this context, the capacity to maintain measures for the protection of 
savers at the highest level for all types of financial services cooperatives 
constituted or operating in Québec. 
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This report proposes replacing the AFSC to reflect in a new statute the 
various stages of maturity of financial services cooperatives (independent 
cooperative, cooperative network and integrated cooperative group) and to 
clarify the rules that apply to each (constitution, operation, activities, 
prudential supervision and resolution of problems), while ensuring that they 
can achieve their full development potential in keeping with cooperative 
values. 
 

 
Independent cooperative  
 
The AFSC already governs an independent «caisse». The provisions 
applicable to it could be grouped together, in one part of the Act, to form an 
open and inclusive legal framework that would allow new financial services 
cooperatives to be formed without having to join a federation. This could be of 
interest to microcredit institutions, providing them with an alternative to the 
presentation of a private bill to become financial services cooperatives. 
 
Moreover, the provisions of the Act that govern the activity of financial 
services cooperatives, as opposed to the constitutional provisions of legal 
persons, could apply to cooperatives incorporated by other jurisdictions 
wishing to open points of service in Québec, recruit members and accept 
their deposits there, if the Act were amended to add the possibility of issuing 
licences for this purpose to the extent that the provinces enter into 
agreements regarding their oversight. Since the agreements would be 
reciprocal, this would also facilitate the expansion of Québec cooperatives 
across provincial boundaries. 
 

 
Network of cooperatives 
 
Although there is currently just one independent financial services 
cooperative, it is possible that a sufficient number of such cooperatives, 
created in Québec or holding a licence, may want to create a network whose 
federation would essentially provide services to member cooperatives. 
Accordingly, it appears advisable to keep this possibility open for them by 
maintaining the provisions of the Act that allow the creation of federations and 
govern their operation and their relations with member «caisses». 
 
However, since such a network could not, immediately upon being created, 
reach the level of maturity required of federations by the AFSC, care should 
be taken that the provisions that give power of control over the activities, 
operations and governance of «caisses» by a federation not apply to these 
potential networks. «caisses» would remain entirely free to leave the network 
to resume being independent cooperatives, join another network or become 
part of a cooperative group. 
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Integrated financial group 
 
The Act would consolidate in one part all the provisions of the current public 
and private bills that apply to the Desjardins Group.  
 
In addition, the Act would recognize that belonging to the Group becomes, for 
members of Desjardins «caisses», as significant a foundation as belonging to 
a territory or a group. 
 
The Act would impose an integrated solidarity mechanism on the Fédération 
des caisses Desjardins and based on the existing Security Fund. Based on 
existing models that apply to European cooperative groups, this solidarity 
mechanism would be bilateral: local «caisses» would guarantee the solvency 
of the Federation, which would guarantee the solvency of each local 
«caisse». Similarly, a cooperative subsidiary such as the Caisse centrale 
Desjardins and the Federation would mutually guarantee their solvency. 
 
The powers of the Federation over the Group’s components would be 
strengthened in the context of solidarity. The Act would allow direct 
interventions in some cases (provisional administration, dismissal of 
unelected officers, etc.) and would authorize the Federation to require that a 
«caisse» in difficulty be absorbed by another «caisse» where necessary for 
the effective operation of the cooperative group. In addition, the Federation 
could absorb a 100% subsidiary, provided that its statute of incorporation 
allows this. 
 
As a result of their solidarity, member financial services cooperatives would 
have to maintain membership in the Federation. 
 
Moreover, all directors and officers of Desjardins Group components should, 
in addition to their usual duties to their cooperative or corporation, take into 
account the interest of the group. 
 
Given the systemic importance of the Desjardins Group and to facilitate 
achievement of the objectives set by the Basel Committee relating to the 
prevention and control of possible crisis situations, the Act would stipulate the 
necessary arrangements for greater oversight of the Group and its 
components by the Authority and would bolster the transparency obligations 
of the Desjardins Group regarding the Authority. 
 
As required by the new international standards, recovery and resolution plans 
indicating the measures to deal with financial stress will need to be 
developed. 
 
The Authority would have the necessary powers to impose implementation of 
a recovery plan and assess its effectiveness. 
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Lastly, should the group is no longer viable or likely to be no longer viable, 
the Act would stipulate the instruments and powers to restructure or liquidate 
the group before bankruptcy: 
 

 restructure (separate healthy assets from toxic assets); 
 

 transfer the good assets and essential functions to a temporary “bridge 
institution”;14 

 

 sell all or part of the activities; 
 

 protect the existence of the cooperative network. 
 
For the purposes of this administration, all components of group would then 
be administered as a single entity, as applicable, by simultaneously removing 
the powers from their board of directors (BD), entrusted to a single 
administrator or by the replacement of members of the BD designated by the 
group, where withdrawal of the powers of the BD is not possible. 

                                                      
14  This involves identifying the good assets and essential functions of a financial 

institution and separating them to create a new institution (bridge institution) that is 
sold to another entity. The former financial institution, with the bad assets or non-
essential functions, is then wound up as part of a normal procedure.  

 Source: EUROPEAN COMMISSION, New crisis management measures to avoid 
future bank bail-outs, [Press release] 

 www.europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-12-570_en.htm?locale=en. 

http://www.europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-12-570_en.htm?locale=en
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COOPERATIVE GOVERNANCE OF THE FINANCIAL 
GROUP15 
 

                                                      
15

 Source: Desjardins Group. 
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KEY FIGURES AND MARKET SHARE DESJARDINS 
GROUP 2000-201216 
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 Source: Desjardins Group 
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CHANGE IN THE NUMBER OF REGULAR OPERATIONS 
BY CHANNEL (IN MILLIONS) 17 
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 Source: Desjardins Group 
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